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Abstract. The amount of health information on the Internet is constantly growing
but little is done for detecting the technicality level of these documents and guiding
of users towards documents which are appropriate to their expertise level. The
objective of our work is to propose clues for the automatic distinction between
expert and non expert medical documents. More precisely, we propose to study
their morphological and semantic levels. We apply NLP tools, which provide
access to the morpho-semantic content of documents. The work is done with
French documents within three medical fields (cardiology, pneumology, diabetes).
Our experiments and results highlight the fact that this level can indeed provide
clues for the distinction of the technicality of documents, and that they appear to
be significant and stable across the studied medical fields.
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1. Introduction
A recent analysis of Internet use [1] shows that above 80% of user queries are related to
medical topics. This situation requires high quality health information, and initiatives
like CISMeF [2] and HON [3] contribute to the objectives of improving quality and
ethical transparency of webpages. Besides, health documents also present heterogeneity
as for their technicality, expressed for instance through the use of specialized terms and
words: expert documents (created and used by health experts) coexist with non expert
documents (created for non expert users), as well as didactic documents (created for
medical students). According to their technicality, documents can be more or less
difficult to understand, especially to non expert users. This heterogeneity is not
transparent, while it should be clearly indicated: it has been observed that heavy
technicality may have a negative effect on understanding health information by non
expert users and on their communication with caregivers [4,5]. In order to guide non
expert users towards suitable documents, search engines should make the distinction
between expert and non expert documents. Currently, such distinction is based on
manual categorization [2-3,6], but with the increasing amount of information it is
necessary to perform it automatically. Definition of suitable criteria is an important step
towards the automatic categorization. Thus, readability formulae [7-9] take into
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account criteria such as the mean length of words or sentences (longer words are
assumed to be heavier to understand). The formulas can be combined with medical
terminologies to untangle the medical dimension [10], because short medical words can
also be difficult to understand. Widely applied machine learning algorithms are based
on different features (n-grams of characters [11], manually [12] or automatically [13]
defined weight of terms, stylistic [14] or discursive [15] criteria, lexicon [16]).
Recently, combination of features has been addressed [17-19]. However, detailed
studies of expert vs. non expert medical discourses [20-22] remain rare. In our work,
we are interested in studying the level of morpho-semantics, which has not been
studied up to now. Our objective is to propose a morpho-semantic description of
expert, didactic and non expert health documents in order to perform an automatic
distinction between these discourses.

2. Material and Methods
Building corpora. Our corpora are collected through the CISMeF portal [2]. We
exploit three types of information assigned to each indexed resource: (1) MeSH keywords (cardiology, pneumology and diabetes); (2) discourse of documents: expert,
didactic and non expert; (3) URLs of documents. Documents were downloaded with
wget tool. HTML and XML documents were converted in text format. We built three
corpora (cardiology, pneumology and diabetes) each of them consisting of three parts
(expert, didactic and non expert). Table 1 indicates the sizes of these corpora: number
of documents and number of occurrences (words). It can be seen that their sizes are
uneven. This material provides fundamental characterization of documents and
constitutes the reference data.
Table 1: Characteristics of corpora

Specialties

Number of documents
Expert

Cardiology

didactic

Number of occurrences

non expert

expert

didactic

non expert

1 583

205

143

942 409

449 765

157 382

Pneumology

742

127

134

600 524

213 379

96 559

Diabetes

213

23

52

181 039

44 847

29 817

Accessing the morpho-semantic level. We apply Natural Language Processing (NLP)
tools were applied in order to reach the morpho-semantic level of documents.
TreeTagger [23] assigns to each word its most probable morpho-syntactic tag and
proposes its lemma: angioblastiques is tagged as adjective (ADJ) and lemmatized to
angioblastique/ADJ. Flemm [24] checks out the lemmatization, corrects and enriches it.
Finally, DériF [25] performs the morpho-semantic analysis of lemmas. Two types of
information this provides were used, ie. for angioblastique/ADJ: (1) Decomposition
into morphological tree [[angi N*] [blast N*] ique ADJ] and (2) representation of the
meaning in natural language: "Qui est en relation avec cellule embryonnaire et
vaisseau" (“Which is related to embryonic cell and vessel”). The following steps of the
method exploit this morpho-semantic analysis.
Preparing the morpho-semantic material. For each specialty and discourse, bases
that are the most productive were selected, ie., those having large morphological

families. For instance, base cardio constructs up to 57 lexemes in cardiology corpora
(its morphological family contains 57 lexemes). If a complex lexeme (such as
angioblastique/ADJ [[angi N*] [blast N*] ique ADJ] contains more than one base, this
lexeme belongs to all the corresponding families (angi and blast in this example).
Studying and contrasting discourses. In order to detect salient morpho-semantic
features a contrastive analysis was performed through the study of their productivity
and frequency within the corpora. Productivity is studied through the number of
lexemes constructed by each base: the more a base is productive the larger its family is.
Two values were taken into account when measuring the productivity: raw and
normalized. Raw values corresponded exactly to the number of constructed lexemes.
Normalized values were normalized by the size of corresponding corpora. Raw and
normalized frequencies of bases in corpora were studied on lemmatized material.

3. Results and Discussion
Selected morphological material. Bases selected for this study belong to two
morphological categories: (1) suppletive bases, which do not appear independently in
the language but are combined with other morphological units, such as gastr(o)
realized through gastrique and, (2) autonomous bases, such as bronches (bronchus) and
bactérie (bacterium). On the basis of their productivity, we selected 38 suppletive and
7 autonomous bases. During this step, some limits of the morpho-semantic analysis by
DériF were discovered: (1) reference lexicon missed some medical words which
remained not analyzed, (2) some affixes (ie, -eux) were not yet implemented, (3)
erroneous morpho-semantic analysis, for instance gymnasium were analyzed as
“enzyme of the nude”, (4) notation of bases identified by Dérif: thus, four bases
(hém(o), héma, hémat(o) and èm) had different graphical forms although they convey
identical meaning “relative to blood”. This last fact can be awkward for automatic
approaches, ie. for grouping lexemes within families. To resolve this situation, it is
possible to either establish the equivalence between bases or to take into account their
semantics (for instance, the four “blood” bases have the same or similar semantics
“related to blood, linked to blood”). It was decided to apply the first solution. Thus, 46
morphological families were built which contain 2,295 lexemes. Most of them occur in
all corpora, but some families remain specific to some specialties.

Figure 1a. Raw productivity of bases.
Figure 1b. Normalized productivity of bases.
Productivity of morphological bases. Productivity of each base corresponds to the
size of its family, ie., the number of lexemes it produces in a corpus. Figure 1a

indicates mean raw sizes of the studied families and figure 1b the corresponding
normalized values. It was clearly seen that productivity varies according to specialties
and discourses. As the diabetes corpora are small, less attention was paid to these
results. It was also observed that, among all the discourses, didactic corpora show the
highest productivity. Indeed these documents provide precise and detailed medical
information and usually have to introduce a great variety of medical notions.
Otherwise, when expert and non expert corpora were compared, normalized values of
productivity were higher in non expert corpora (fig. 1b), while the raw values were
higher in expert corpora (fig. 1a). Indeed, expert corpora were six times larger than
expert corpora, and this automatically decreases their normalized values. Analysis of
corpora with more comparable sizes would certainly lead to different results. It is
interesting to note that previous work [10] has also observed that the vocabulary in
expert corpora is richer as compared to non expert corpora, but the authors studied only
raw values.

Figure 2. Frequencies of bases in corpora, normalized values.

Frequency of morphological bases. Figure 2 presents normalized frequencies of
morphological bases (through their lexemes) within corpora. Didactic corpora show the
highest frequencies in addition to the highest productivity observed in previous
paragraph. Non expert corpora are in the second position, and expert in the third
position: expert documents often address precise questions and seem to use smaller
vocabulary.

4. Results and Discussion
In this work, we proposed a detailed analysis of the morpho-semantic level of expert,
didactic and non expert French health documents in order to prepare their automatic
distinction. We studied productivity and frequency of 46 morphological bases (ie.,
angi-, blast-, cardio-). We observed several morpho-semantic characteristics specific to
discourses: didactic documents show higher frequency of bases (repetition reinforces
learning) and their bigger productivity (bigger variety of vocabulary) and can be easily
differentiated from the two other discourses. As for the comparison of expert and non
expert documents, we observed that: (1) frequency is higher in non expert corpora; (2)
raw productivity of bases is higher in expert corpora, while (3) normalized productivity
is higher in non expert documents. The main perspective of our work consists of the
use of the morphological criteria for automatic distinction of medical discourses within

specialized portals: the obtained results suggest this would be possible. Otherwise, this
study can be extended to a larger set of morphological material (currently, only 46
bases were studied) and of specialties, and could exploit documents from other sources
(ie., Santé Canada). Moreover, this approach can be applied to other languages as far as
suitable NLP tools exist. Finally, it would be interesting to better exploit the
productivity, which seems to be specific to discourses and genres [26].
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